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Parameters considered to assess duplicate entry

Parameters considered while assigning a fraud score

Process to gauge respondent’s attentiveness

GeoIPStatus | GeoCountry | LangStatus | GeoLangStatus | GeoOsLangStatus | GeoTzStatus |
GeoCountryStatus | GeoOffHrsStatus | BotStatus | MultiDeviceStatus | AnonymousStatus | 
BlacklistStatus | BrowserStatus | Web proxy service used | Web crawler usage detected | VPN user

- Randomly assigned red herrings per respondent per survey
- Custom Red herrings per survey to gauge respondents subject matter awareness
- Info note related to OE question if main survey has any OE
- 1 OE question added per survey if main survey has any OE to gauge the respondent’s behaviour
- Speeder check applied (1/3rd of survey LOI in field)

Unique IP address, Unique PID, Machine address

Recruitment from authentic sources Only | Recruitment from non incent traffic 
partners | DOI (methodology) | Email Domain check | Comparing Email address 
and First/Last Name | Duplicity among email accounts from same IP address

Anyone getting score more than 25 goes under suspicious account and cannot access 
our inventory.

Every respondent undergoes a scrutiny of 16 different parameters noted below and 
gets a score on each parameter. If any respondent gets a total score of more than 
30, then they are blocked at our end itself and do not go onto the client survey. This 
score can even be lowered to 15 to make quality controls more stringent, if the 
need arises.

Registration Score Process

Fraud Score Process

QUALITY CHECKLIST
AND THRESHOLDS
Solugo believes that quality response or 
feedback can only come from authentic and 
engaged respondent. So our vetting process 
starts right from our registration to onboarding to 
real time response collection while taking surveys.
RRespondents get a registration score once 
they register on our panel. On the basis of 
this score, we allow the respondents to 
access our available surveys.


















